In the fast-paced world of manufacturing, you can count on Dell’s Rugged systems to keep up. With your work in mind, we created machines that allow you to process quality control and inspection data in the factory, quickly and efficiently.

Visit dell.com/rugged
Designed to conquer when others crumble, the Latitude 7212 Rugged Extreme Tablet thrives in some of the harshest conditions with a starting weight of only 2.82 lbs. It features hot swappable dual batteries and protection against drops, dust and liquids. You can also operate in the most remote locations with mobile-broadband and GPS options. And with an optional Full HD (FHD) display with etched Gorilla® Glass®, it gives you the ability to work in the brightest sunlight.

Accessories
A. Dell Rugged vehicle docking by Havis and PMT
B. Keyboard cover with kickstand
C. Dell Rugged Extreme handle
D. Stylus
E. Dell Rugged battery cover
F. Hand strap
G. Rugged tablet dock
H. Shoulder strap